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Abstra t:

Large Grids are built by aggregating smaller parallel ma hines

through a publi

long-distan e inter onne tion network (su h as the Internet).

Therefore, their stru ture is intrinsi ally hierar hi al. Ea h level of the network
hierar hy gives performan es whi h dier from the other levels in terms of laten y and bandwidth. MPI is the

de fa to

standard for programming parallel

ma hines, therefore an attra tive solution for programming parallel appli ations
on this kind of grid. However, be ause of the aforementioned dieren es of
muni ation performan es, the appli ation
forth between

ontinuously

om-

ommuni ates ba k and

lusters, with a signi ant impa t on performan es. In this report,

we present an extension of the information provided by the run-time environment of an MPI library, a set of e ient
methodology to organize

olle tive operations for grids and a

ommuni ation patterns within appli ations with re-

spe t to the underlying physi al topology, and implement it in a geophysi s
appli ation.
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Appli ations MPI pour la grille : une appro he
tenant ompte de la topologie
Résumé :

Les grilles de

al ul à grande é helle sont

onstruites en aggré-

geant des ma hines parallèles plus petites et en les reliant à travers un réseau
d'inter onnexion longue distan e publi
don

intrinsèquement hiérar hique.

( omme l'Internet). Leur stu ture est

Chaque niveau de hiérar hie dans le ré-

seau fournit des performan es diérentes des autres niveaux en termes de laten e et de bande passante. MPI est le standard de fait pour programmer les
ma hines parallèles, et don
pli ations parallèles pour

une solution attra tive pour programmer des ap-

e type de grilles de

diéren es de performan es de
muniquent entre les
Dans

al ul. Cependant, du fait des

ommuni ations sus- itées, les appli ations

lusters ave

e rapport, nous présentons une extension des informations fournies par

l'environement d'exé ution d'une bibliothèque MPI, un ensemble de
ations
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om-

un impa t signi atif sur les performan es.
ommuni-

olle tives pour les grilles et une méthode pour organiser les s hémas de

ommunu ations au sein de l'appli ation en fon tion de la topologie physique
sous-ja ente, et l'implémentons dans une appli ation de gó-physique.

Mots- lés :

grilles de

al ul, passage de messages, opérations

olle tives, MPI
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1 Introdu tion
Large Institutional Grids are built by aggregating smaller parallel ma hines
(usually

lusters) through a publi

inter onne tion network (su h as the Inter-

net). Be ause of their strong experien e in parallel ma hines, many users wish
to program su h grids as traditional parallel ma hines although they do not
know all the

hara teristi s of su h ma hines.

de-fa to

The

standard for programming parallel ma hines is the Message

Passing Interfa e (MPI). One of the advantages of MPI is that it provides a
single well dened programming paradigm, based on expli it message passing
and

olle tive

sin e

ommuni ations. It is interesting to

omplex appli ations may use non trivial

inside and between

onsider a MPI for Grids,

ommuni ation s hemes both

lusters.

In order to port MPI on Grids, several issues have to be addressed. In [4℄, we
already addressed the problem of designing an e ient runtime environment for
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MPI on Grids and enabling transparent inter- luster

ommuni ations. With the

framework we designed in this preliminary work, an MPI appli ation annot take
full advantage of the Grid power. Indeed, the
dierentiate
nodes.

ommuni ation topology does not

ommuni ations between nodes inside a same

Thus, in the general

ba k and forth between

ase, the appli ation

luster and remote

ontinuously

ommuni ates

lusters, with a signi ant impa t on performan es.

In this report we address the key problem of adapting the appli ation's
ommuni ation s heme to the topology of the grid on whi h the appli ation is
spawned.

Our approa h

onsists in spe ifying, during the appli ation design

and implementation, the topologies the appli ation

an be e iently run on. In

this spe i ation, whi h will be des ribed more thoughtfully in se tion 3, roles
for spe i

nodes and network requirements between nodes

an be dened.

A few approa hes tried to ta kle the topology adaptation problem (e.g.
PACX-MPI and MPICH-G [8, 14℄) by publishing a topology des ription to the
appli ation at runtime. However, pra ti al experiments demonstrated that it is
a di ult task to

ompute an e ient

ommuni ation s heme from a topology

dis overed at runtime.
In the approa h we develop inside the QosCosGrid european Proje t, the
topology published at runtime to the appli ation is

ompatible with the require-

ments of the appli ation for an e ient data distribution, and
Moreover, the topology published

networks thus allowing to spe ialize roles for spe i
Furthermore, topology information
ommuni ations within

nodes.

an be used to organize point-to-point

olle tive operations. Colle tive operations have been

studied and optimized during the last de ades under a
the

ommuni ation

ommuni ations.

ontains additional information on nodes and

ommon assumption:

ost fun tion between two nodes is the same throughout the

system. This hypothesis is no longer valid in a grid environment, sin e
ni ation

osts

an vary by three orders of magnitude between two

levels of hierar hy. Hen e, performan es
erations that adapt their point-to-point
The main

an greatly benet from

ommu-

onse utive
olle tive op-

ommuni ations to the topology.

ontributions of this arti le are: a grid-enabled MPI middleware,

featuring topology dis overy fun tionality; a set of adapted

olle tive operations

that t with the topology of the grid using topology information, namely Broadast, Redu e, Gather, Allgather, Barrier and Alltoall; a grid-enabled appli ation
that takes advantage of the aforementioned features.
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2

Related Work

Open MPI[5℄ is the MPI implementation used as the basis of the grid-enabled
middleware [4℄ of the QosCosGrid proje t [16℄. It ts parti ularly well to grid
omputing, be ause it allows heterogeneous 32/64 bits representation, and
handle more

an

omplex shifting between dierent ar hite tures.

The PACX-MPI[8℄ proje t was
lel ma hines. It

reated to inter onne t two vendor paral-

an be used to aggregate several

lusters and

reate a meta-

omputer.
Grid-MPI [17℄ is a grid-enabled extension of YAMPII using the IMPI [9℄
standard. It implements the MPI-1.2 standard and most of the MPI-2 standard.
In [17℄ some optimized

AllRedu e

olle tive operations are presented for two

algorithm is based on the works presented in [20℄.

lusters. The

The broad ast

algorithm is based on [1℄. Colle tive operations are optimized to make an intensive use of inter- luster bandwidth, with the assumption that inter- luster
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ommuni ations have a

ess to a higher bandwidth than intra- luster. However,

this is not always a valid assumption. Nowadays, high-speed and low laten y
networks' bandwidth is higher than inter- luster Internet links. An environment
where the inter- luster bandwidth is lower than the intra- luster bandwidth is
out-of-s ope of [17℄. Furthermore, GridMPI does not allow the use of heterogeneous environments be ause of dierent pre ision in oating point and 32/64
bits support.
The Globus Toolkit [7℄ is a set of software that aims to provide tools for an
e ient use of grids. MPICH [10℄ has been extended to take advantage of these
features [14℄ and make an intensive use of the available resour es for MPI appliations. It uses GT for resour e dis overy, staging, spawning, laun hing and to
monitor the appli ation, input and output redire tion and topology dis overy.
MPICH-G2 introdu ed the

on ept of

olors to des ribe the available topology.

It is limited to at most four levels: WAN, LAN, system area and, if available,
vendor MPI. Those four levels are usually enough to
ever, one

large-s ale grid systems. Besides,
is

over most use- ases. How-

an expe t ner-grain topology information and more exibility for

onvenient to

reate new

user has to guess what

olors in MPICH-G2 are integers only. This

ommuni ators using MPI_Comm_split(), but the

olor

orresponds to the requested

All of these approa hes display the

physi al

On the other hand, our approa h fo uses on
pli ation has a

ess to the

logi al

ommuni ator.

topology for the appli ation.

ommuni ation pattern: the ap-

topology, whi h maps the

ommuni ations of

the appli ation. Another element of the grid ar hite ture, the meta-s heduler,
whi h is not des ribed in this work, is in
logi al topology with a

harge with mat hing this requested

ompatible physi al topology.

Colle tive operations have been studied widely and extensively the last
de ades. One

an

ite Fibona

operations. Binary trees

k

i ( -ary) trees and binomial trees for broad ast

an be optimized as split-binary trees. The message

is split equally by the root [23℄, and ea h half is sent to ea h side of the tree.
At the end of the rst phase, ea h half of the nodes has re eived half of the
message. Ea h node ex hanges its half with a node among the other half.
However, as pointed out in [20℄ those strategies are optimal in homogeneous
environments, and most often with a power-of-two number of pro esses. Their
performan e are drasti ally harmed by non-power-of-two numbers of pro esses
and heterogeneous message transmission times.
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Topology-dis overy features in Globus have been used to implement a topologyaware hierar hi al broad ast algorithm in MPICH-G2 [13℄. The basi

idea of

this study is to minimize inter- luster ommuni ations. Instead of sending
messages between two

log(p)

lusters (p being the overall number of nodes in the sys-

tem), as a traditional binary tree would, the algorithm presented in this arti le
sends only one message.
A hierar hi al broad ast algorithm is also presented in [3℄, with a very detailed

ommuni ation

ost model and an deep analysis of the problem.

model used in this study

onsiders not only heterogeneity in terms of

ni ation delays but also in terms of message pro essing speed.
multi-level strategy to minimize the

It

The

ommu-

onsiders a

omplexity of an instan e of the Weighted

Broad ast Problem with an extension of a Greedy Broad asting Algorithm.
An optimized redu tion algorithm for heterogeneous environments is presented in [15℄. However, the model used in that study

onsiders only the time

ea h node takes to pro ess a message, not point-to-point

ommuni ation times.
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Wormhole is a routing proto ol targeted to massively parallel
Messages are divided into small pie es
the network. [18℄ studies how

alled

its, whi

olle tive operations

omputers.

h are pipelined through

an benet or be harmed by

message spli ing.

3 Ar hite ture
To implement our topology aware approa h, we have designed QCG-OMPI, a
modied version of Open MPI for the QosCosGrid proje t. The general ar hite ture of QCG-OMPI is detailed in [4℄. A set of persistent servi es extend the
runtime environment of the parallel appli ation in order to support appli ations
spanning above several

lusters.

These servi es are alled Inter-Cluster Communi ation Servi es (ICCS). They
make possible peer-to-peer

onne tions between nodes separated by a rewall

and/or a NAT. The ICCS ar hite ture is depi ted in gure 1.
Several inter- luster
Basi

onne tion te hniques are implemented in QCG-OMPI.

te hniques in lude dire t

wall poli y of

onne tion (when possible a

ording to the re-

lusters), relaying (like PACX-MPI, though with only one relay

daemon instead of one for in oming

ommuni ations and one for outgoing ones),

limitation to an open port range (like MPICH-G2 and PACX-MPI) and reverse
onne tion. More elaborate methods in lude traversing TCP, whi h is presented
in [21℄.
These features are provided by a hierar hi al distributed grid infrastru ture
onsisting on a set of grid servi es. A
to help MPI pro esses establish

onne tion helper

servi e is running on the front-end ma hine of every
message relaying within the infrastru ture, and
entralized servi e is the

broker.

is running on every node

onne tions with other pro esses.
luster.

A

frontal

It is used for

a hes information. The only

It maintains an up-to-date global

onta t list

about all pro esses of the appli ations and knows whi h is the most e ient
te hnique to inter onne t two pro esses.
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CONNECTION
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CONNECTION
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Figure 1: Inter- luster

3.1

CONNECTION
HELPER

CONNECTION
HELPER

ommuni ation servi es

Multi-level topology dis overy

Institutional grids are made of several levels of hierar hy: nodes

an feature

multi- ores or multi-pro essors ar hite tures, they are put together as
(sharing a same network), sometimes several

e.g.,

to ea h other (
annot be

lusters

lusters are geographi ally

lose

in the same ma hine room or in the same building), yet

onsidered as a single

luster, and

lusters lo ated in dierent orga-

nizations are inter onne ted through the Internet. Hen e, appli ations ought to
be adapted to the underlying topology, in order to

onsider it to organize their

ommuni ations. However, the MPI standard does not spe ify su h geographi al information a

ess.

We propose to des ribe the topology by naming the groups of nodes the
pro esses will be mapped on. This information is passed as a parameter of the
s heduler to spe ify hardware requirements on the requested nodes.
We give the developer the possibility to des ribe a topology for his appli ation. Beside the appli ation itself, he
ments in terms of

an write a

JobProle

ommuni ation possibilities and/or

the appli ation pro esses.

A meta-s heduler is in

quested topology on available nodes whose

des ribing require-

omputational power for

harge of mapping the re-

hara teristi s mat h as tightly as

possible the ones requested in the JobProle.
This approa h allows the appli ation developer to organize his appli ation
(and more spe i ally his

ommuni ations) with in his mind the physi al topol-

ogy the appli ation will be exe uted on. An example of a minimal jobProle is
presented gure 2. It des ribes the pro ess groups involved in the

omputation

(only one group here), in parti ular by spe ifying the number of pro esses in
ea h group (here $NPROCS,

i.e.,

all the available pro esses in the job). Some

parameters are left blank, and lled by the meta-s heduler with the

hara ter-

isti s of the obtained mapping.

INRIA
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<grmsJob appId="helloworld-job">
<task taskId="helloworld-task1">
<resour esDes ription>
<topology>
<group groupId="g1"/>
<pro esses>
<groupIdReferen e groupId="g1"/>
<pro essesCount>
<value>$NPROCS</value>
</pro essesCount>
</pro esses>
</topology>
</resour esDes ription>
<exe ution type="open_mpi">
<exe utable>
<exe File>
<le>
<url>gsiftp://host.domain. om/~/hello</url>
</le>
</exe File>
</exe utable>
<pro essesCount>
<value>$NPROCS</value>
</pro essesCount>
</exe ution>
</task>
</grmsJob>
Figure 2: Simple JobProle example

The

groupId

dened in the jobProle is the same as the one obtained by

the appli ation in the topology des ription. This way it is easy to determine
in the appli ation whi h group a given pro ess belongs to, and whi h pro esses
belong to a given group. Furthermore, a bije tive fun tion is provided by the
MPI library to get the
provide ability to

olor integer

reate

orresponding to the name of the group, to

ommuni ators.

The following two subse tions explain how to take advantage of those
ors.

Subse tion 3.2 des ribe a set of

ol-

olle tives operations designed to t on

the physi al topology and knowledge about proximity between pro esses, and
subse tion 3.3 des ribes a spe i ally adapted appli ation.
The dieren e beteewn the physi al and the logi al topology it that the
latter is dened by the developper, and the former is obtained by the s heduler and mat hes with the logi al topology.
requested three groups for tightly
them on two

For example, if the developper

oupled pro esses, the s heduler

logi ial topology, but is not exa tly the same as what was spe ied.
olle tive operations must
whereas the appli ation

3.2

an map

lusters only: the physi al topology meets the requirements of the

Adapted

Global

onsider the whole set of pro esses as two subsets,

onsiders it as three subsets.

olle tive operations

Colle tive operations are

riti al in MPI appli ations. A study

ondu ted at the

Stuttgart High-Performan e Computing Center [19, 20℄ showed that on their
Cray T3E, they represent 45% of the overall time spent in MPI routines.
To the best of our knowledge, no equivalent study was ever done on a produ tion grid during su h a long period. However, one
aware

olle tive

an expe t non-topology-

ommuni ations to be even more time- onsuming (with respe t

to all the other operations) on an heterogeneous platform.
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// ommuni ators are in a table of MPI_Comm
QCG_B ast(buffer, ROOT, ** omms){
for( i = 0 ; i < depth[my_rank℄ ; i++) {
MPI_B ast(&buffer, 1, MPI_INT, ROOT,
omm[i℄ );
}
}
QCG_Barrier(** omms){
for( i = depth[my_rank℄-1 ; i >= 0 ; i) {
MPI_Barrier( omm[i℄ );
}
QCG_B ast(&i, 1, MPI_INT, ROOT, & omm);
}
Figure 3: Hierar hi al broad ast and barrier

Usage of topology information

inria-00319241, version 1 - 7 Sep 2008

for

In order to use the topology information

olle tive operations, we dene the following groups of pro esses and the

orresponding
assigned a

e.g.,

ommuni ators:

a) Ea h topologi al group (

a

luster) is

ommuni ator; b) Among ea h of those groups, a master is dened

e.g., the lowest global rank);

(

) All the pro esses within a given group that are

masters of their respe tive subgroups are part of a master group

MPI_B ast

Sending a message between two

time than sending a message within a
nization messages,

lusters takes signi antly more

luster. The laten y for small syn hro-

an be superior by several orders of magnitude, and the

inter- luster bandwidth is shared between all the nodes
lusters. Thus, a priority of any
minimize inter- luster

ommuni ating between

olle tive algorithm in grid environments is to

ommuni ations.

In this study, we use a hierar hi al broad ast. Most often, broad asts are
initiated by the pro ess of rank 0 of the

on erned

the broad ast, being part of the top-level master
message along this top-level

ommuni ator. The root of

ommuni ator, broad asts the

ommuni ator. Ea h pro ess then broad asts the

message along its sub-masters

ommuni ator, until the lowest-level nodes are

rea hed.
The system of
tion

olors does not allow the pro esses to know about

ommuni a-

osts within a level, so we assume here that ea h sub-group is homogeneous.

MPI_Redu e
gorithms.

Redu tion algorithms are not just reverse broad asting al-

Indeed, the operation may not be

predened operators are

ommutative, although all the

ommutative. However, it is required to be asso ia-

tive.
We assume that the pro esses mapped in a given
ranks. Therefore, we
too. Ea h lowest level

luster have

onse utive

an use the hierar hi al approa h for a redu tion operation
luster perform a redu tion towards their master, and for

ea h level until the top level is rea hed the masters perform a redu tion toward
their level master.

MPI_Gather

A

Gather

algorithm sends the

ontents of a buer from ea h

pro ess to the root pro ess of the gather operation.
a hierar hi al way: a root is dened in ea h

It

an also be done in

luster and sub- luster, and an

INRIA
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optimized gather algorithm is used within the lowest level of hierar hy, then for
ea h upper level until the root is rea hed.
The exe utions among sub-masters gather buers whi h are a tually aggregations of buers. This aggregation minimizes the number of inter- luster
ommuni ations, for the

ost of only one trip time while making a better use of

the inter- luster bandwidth.

blo ks the aller until all group members have alled it. The
all returns at any pro ess only after all group members have entered the all.

MPI_Barrier
[22℄. This fa t
level

an be guaranteed by su

essive MPI_Barrier from the lowest-

ommuni ator up to the highest-level masters'

point, all the lowest-level masters are sure that all the

ommuni ator.

At this

allers of MPI_Barrier

entered the barrier, then spread the information using a hierar hi al broad ast,
refered as QCG_B ast in gure 3.

inria-00319241, version 1 - 7 Sep 2008

MPI_Allgather
MPI_Alltoall
lusters of

an be a hieved using the same algorithm as MPI_Barrier.

[12℄ presents an algorithm for all-to-all

lusters. Nodes within ea h

tion, then several nodes in ea h
nodes belonging to the other
the other

ommuni ations on

luster perform an all-to-all

ommuni a-

luster send an aggregation of several buers to

lusters. These meta-buers are broad ast within

lusters.

The goal of this

utting-through is to share the quantity of data that must

be sent between two given nodes. However, if the meta-buers do not

ontain

enough data to ll the inter- luster bandwidth, it will not fully take advantage
of those links.
Appli ations do not usually send extremely large data through MPI
ni ations ; hen e, the meta-buer
will be sent in only one

ommuni ation.

To summarize, an all-to-all
lowest-level set of pro esses.
to-all

ommu-

ontaining the result of ea h lo al all-to-all

ommuni ation is rst performed within ea h

Then at ea h level, the masters perform an all-

ommuni ation with aggregation of the buers sent in the lower level.

When the top-level is rea hed, the result is broad ast (using a topology-aware
broad ast algorithm).

3.3

Grid-enabled appli ation

We implemented and used these

olle tive operations in Ray2mesh [11℄, a geo-

physi s appli ation that tra es seismi
geographi

area des ription.

rays along a given mesh

ontaining a

It uses the Snell-Des artes law in spheri al ge-

ometry to propagate a wave front from a sour e (earthquake epi enter) to a
re eiver (seismograph).

It features two parallel implementations, in luding a

master-worker-based approa h.
The exe ution of Ray2mesh
one

onsists of su

essive

an be split up into three phases.

The rst

olle tive operations to distribute information to the

omputation nodes. It is made of three broad ast operations, from the master
toward workers. Broad asts are tree-based

olle tive operations:

soon as the pro ess's parti ipation to the operation is
the operation is

RR n° 6633
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ompleted, not when all

ompleted. For example, the rst stage of a tree-based operation
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W
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W
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Figure 4: Organization of a multi-level master-worker appli ation. SM is the
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Super Master, B are the Bosses, W are the Workers

an start as soon as the se ond stage of the previous one starts. Operations performed here between broad asts are simple operations, like memory allo ations:
the broad asts are pipelined. The se ond phase is the master-worker
tion itself. The third phase is made of

omputa-

olle tive operations: a broad ast and

an all-to-all operation.
The master-worker approa h is used for a very wide range of parallel appli ations. Its major drawba k is the
in the master,

master) design is a basi

approa h of a master-worker data distribution.

Moreover, the master
a

on entration of all the data distribution work

reating a bottlene k. Nevertheless, the unique queue ( entral
an be lo ated in a remote

hunk of data, slaves wait for a new

send the result to the master and to re eive a new
will be idle. Data prefet h to overlap

luster. After

omputing

hunk of data: the longer it takes to
hunk, the longer the worker

ommuni ation and

omputation [2℄

an

be a solution to eliminate those idle phases, however this approa h requires
massive modi ation of an appli ation and

omplexies the utilisation of generi

libraries.
Our approa h is fo used on

ommuni ation patterns. We use the topologi al

information to build a multi-level implementation of the three phases involved
in Ray2mesh to make the

ommuni ation pattern t with the topology of the

Grid.
Pro esses whi h are

lose to ea h other

an

distant pro esses ought to barely (or not at all)
We organize

ommuni ations with this basi

ated in the same

luster (we

the same lowest-level
luster is in
lo al

boss.

ommuni ate often, whereas
ommuni ate with ea h other.

prin iple in mind.

Pro esses lo-

onsider as  luster a set of pro esses that share

olor) share the same data queue. A pro ess within ea h

harge to distribute the data among other pro esses: we

all it the

Then, workers re eive data from their lo al boss, involving lo al-only

ommuni ations.
Bosses get their data queue from an upper-level boss (that
level master, or

super-master ).

lusters. The most expensive
top-level

Therefore, most

an be the top-

ommuni ations are done within

ommuni ations in terms of laten y, between two

lusters, are the least frequent ones. They are used to transfer larger
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sets of data, destinated to bosses: they make a better use of a (supposed) wider
bandwidth and redu e the ee ts of a higher laten y.
The organization of a multi-queue master-worker appli ation is represented
in gure 4, with 2

lusters and 2 sub- lusters in one

luster.

This approa h provides the same attra tive properties as a traditional masterworker appli ation, with any number of levels of hierar hy. Hen e, it performs
the same automati
the queues: if a

load-balan ing, not only among the workers, but also among

luster

omputes its data faster than the other ones, it will get

a new set of data immediately after the results are re overed. This property is
ne essary to suit to dierent sizes of

lusters and dierent

omputation speeds.

Moreover, ea h master has to handle fewer work requests than a unique master
would have to.
Beside of this master-worker

omputation, Ray2mesh uses several

operations. Some information related to the

olle tive

omputation is broad ast before

the a tual master-worker phase: our grid-enabled broad ast algorithm is used

inria-00319241, version 1 - 7 Sep 2008

three times before the
about the results

omputation phase, then on e after it. Some information

omputed by ea h slave are eventually sent to ea h other: we

use here our hierar hi al MPI_Alltoall.

4 Experimental Evaluation
In this se tion we present the performan e measurements of our implementation.
We

ondu ted the experiments on two traditional platforms of high performan e

omputing:

lusters of workstations with GigaEthernet network and

omputa-

tional grids. These experiments were done on the experimental Grid'5000 [6℄
platform or some of its

omponents.

First, we measure the e ien y of topology-aware

olle tive operations, us-

ing mi ro-ben hmarks to isolate their performan e. Then we measure the ee ts
of hierar hy on a master-worker data distribution pattern and the ee ts on the
Ray2mesh appli ation.

4.1

Experimental Platform

Grid'5000 is a dedi ated re ongurable and
featuring 13

ontrolable experimental platform

lusters, ea h with 58 to 342 PCs,

onne ted by Renater (the Fren h

Edu ational and Resear h wide area Network)."
It gathers roughly 5000 CPU

ores featuring four ar hite tures (Itanium,

Xeon, G5 and Opteron) distributed into 13

lusters over 9

ities in Fran e.

For the two families of measurement we ondu ted ( luster and grid), we used
only homogeneous

lusters with AMD Opteron 248 (2 GHz/1MB L2

pro essors. This in ludes 3 of the 13
at Bordeaux, the 312-nodes

a he) bi-

lusters of Grid'5000: the 93-nodes

luster at Orsay, a 99-nodes

luster

luster at Rennes.

Nodes are inter onne ted by a Gigabit Ethernet swit h.
We also used QCG, a

luster of 4 multi- ore-based nodes with dual- ore Intel

Pentium D (2.8 GHz/2x1MB L2

a he) pro essors inter onne ted by a 100MB

Ethernet network.
All the nodes were booted under linux 2.6.18.3 on Grid'5000 and 2.6.22 on
the QCG

luster. The tests and ben hmarks are

ag -O3). All tests are run in dedi ated mode.

RR n° 6633
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Figure 5: Hierar hi al MPI_Gather

Inter- luster throughput on Grid'5000 is 136.08 Mb/s and laten y is 7.8 ms,
whereas intra- luster throughput is 894.39 Mb/s and laten y is 0.1 ms.
the QCG

luster, shared-memory

On

ommuni ation have a throughput of 3979.46

Mb/s and a laten y of 0.02 ms, whereas TCP

omminu ations have a throughput

of 89.61 Mb/s and a laten y of 0.1 ms.

4.2

Colle tive operations

We implemented the

olle tive operations des ribed in se tion 3.2 using MPI

fun tions. We used them on 32 nodes a ross two

lusters in Orsay and Rennes

(gures 6a-b). Although not exa tly a grid in the sense of a luster of lusters, a
onguration with two

lusters is an extreme situation to evaluate our

ommuni ations: a small
topology-aware

ommuni ations, whereas

O(log(p)) (p:

inter- luster messages are sent by standard
number of

lusters, topology-aware

luster messages, where

olle tive

onstant number of inter- luster messages are sent by

C

We also used the QCG

total number of nodes)

olle tive operations.

olle tive operations send

is the number of

With any

O(log(C))

inter-

lusters.

luster with 8 pro esses mapped on ea h ma hine.

Although this oversubs ribes the nodes (8 pro esses for 2 available slots), our
ben hmarks are not CPU-bounded, and this

onguration enhan es the stress

on the network interfa e. Measurements with a proling tool validated the very
low CPU usage during our ben hmark runs.
We used the same measurement method as des ribed in [14℄, using the barrier
des ribed in se tion 3.2.
Sin e we implemented our hierar hi al

olle tive operations in MPI, some

pre-treatment of the buers may be useful.

We

ompared the performan es

of our hierar hi al MPI_Gather for dierent message size on the QCG

luster

INRIA
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(a) Broad ast

(b) Redu e

( ) Redu e

(d) Gather

Figure 6: Comparison between standard and grid-enabled

olle tive operations

on a grid.

gure 5. Pre-spli ing the buer appeared to be interesting for messages larger
than 1kB. Then it is possible to pipeline the su

essive stages of the hierar hi al

operation. It appeared to be useful espe ially when shared-memory
ations were involved, whi h
shared-memory

ommuni-

an be explained by the better performan es of

ommuni ations on small messages.

Figures 6(a) and 6(b) pi ture

omparisons between standard and hierar hi al

MPI_B ast and MPI_Redu e on Grid'5000. Spli ing appeared to be useful for
MPI_B ast: we spli ed the messages every 10 kB for messages of size 64kB and
beyond, whereas it was useless for MPI_Redu e, sin e big messages are already
ut out by the algorithm implemented in Open MPI.
One

an see that, as expe ted, hierar hi al MPI_B ast (gure 6(a)) al-

ways performs better than the standard one. Moreover, spli ing and pipelining
permits to avoid the performan e step around the eager/rendezvous mode transition.
When messages are large regarding the

ommuni ator size, MPI_Redu e

(gure 6(b)) in Open MPI is implemented using a pipeline me hanism. This
way, the

ommuni ation ost is dominated by the high throughput of the pipeline

rather than the laten y of a multi-steps tree-like stru ture. Hierar hy shortens

i.e.,

the pipeline: then its laten y (

time to load the pipeline) is smaller and it

performs better on short messages. But for large messages (beyond 100 kB), the
higher throughput of a longer pipeline outperforms the laten y-redu tion strategy. In this

ase, hierar hization of the

ommuni ations is not the appropriate

approa h. The high standard deviation of the standard MPI_Redu e for small

RR n° 6633
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messages

an be explained by the high variability of

on urrent tra

on the

inter- luster links, and the fa t that the standard algorithm for small messages
is more sensitive to this.
Figures 6( ) and 6(d) pi ture

omparisons between standard and hierar-

hi al MPI_Redu e and MPI_Gather on the QCG
multi- ores,

luster.

On a

luster of

olle tive operations over shared-memory outperform TCP

muni ations signi antly enough to have a negligible

om-

ost. Therefore, on a

on-

guration in luding a smaller number of physi al nodes, indu ing more sharedmemory

ommuni ations, our hierar hi al MPI_Redu e performs better (gure

6( )).
For the same reasons, MPI_Gather performs better if
organized in order to t with the physi al topology.

ommuni ations are

Moreover, performan es

seem to be drasti ally harmed by the transition to the rendezvous
tion proto ol, whi h is by default set to 4 kB in Open MPI. We

ommuni aut messages

inria-00319241, version 1 - 7 Sep 2008

out every 1 kB for the hierar hi al mode, as explained in gure 5.

4.3

Adapted appli ation

The exe ution phases of Ray2mesh are presented in se tion 3.3. It is made of
3 phases: 2

ommuni ation phases and a master-worker

between them.

omputation phase in

When the number of pro esses in reases, one

an expe t the

se ond phase to be faster but the rst and third phases to take more time, sin e
more nodes are involved in the

olle tive

ommuni ations.

Figure 7 presents the s alability of Ray2mesh under three
standard (vanilla), using grid-enabled

ar hi al master-worker pattern and grid-enabled
three

ongurations:

olle tive operations, and using a hierolle tive operations.

Those

ongurations represent the three levels of adaptation of appli ations to

the Grid. The standard deviation is lower than 1% for ea h point.
First of all, Ray2mesh s ales remarkably well, even when some pro esses are
lo ated on a remote

luster. But performan es are slightly better on a single

luster, for obvious reasons:

olle tive operations are faster on a

luster, and

workers stay idle longer on a grid while they are waiting for a new set of data.
When a large number of nodes are involved in the

omputation,

olle tive

operations represent an important part of the overall exe ution time. We
the improvement obtained from grid-enabled

an see

olle tives on the grid-optimized

olle tives line in gure 7. The performan e gain for 180 pro esses is 9.5%.
Small-s ale measurements show that the grid-enabled version of Ray2mesh
does not perform as well as the standard version. The reason for that is that
several pro esses are used to distribute the data (the bosses) instead of only one.
For example, with 16 pro esses distributed on two
a tually work for the

lusters, 15 pro esses will

omputation in a single-queue master-worker appli ation,

whereas only 12 of them will

ontribute to the

omputation on a multi-level

(two-level) master-worker appli ation.
However, we ran pro esses on ea h of the available pro essors, regardless of
their role in the system. Bosses are mainly used for
workers do not

ommuni ations, whereas

ommuni ate a lot (during the master-worker phase, they

muni ate with their boss only). Therefore, a worker pro ess
same slot as a boss without

om-

an be run on the

ompeting for the same resour es. For a given num-

ber of workers, as represented by the workers and master only line in gure 7,
the three implementations show the same performan e for a small number of
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Execution time of Ray2mesh on a Grid
Vanilla
Grid-optimized collectives
Grid-enabled application
Grid-enabled application, workers and master only

Execution time (s)

1000
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100

10

100
# of procs
Figure 7: S alability of Ray2mesh on a grid

pro esses, and the grid-enabled implementations are more s alable. The performan e gain for 180 pro esses is 35%.

5 Con lusion
In this report, we presented an extension of the runtime environment of an
MPI implementation targeting institutional grids to provide topology information to the appli ation. Those features have been implemented in our spe i
adaptation of an MPI library for grids.
We proposed a methodology to use MPI programming te hniques on grids.
First we des ribed a set of e ient

olle tive operations that organize their

ommuni ation with respe t to the topology in order to minimize the number of
high-laten y ommuni ations. Experiments showed the benets of this approa h
and its limitations.
Then we presented a programming method to make use of the topology information in the appli ation and dene adapted

ommuni ation patterns. We used

this method to implement a grid-enabled version of the Ray2mesh geophysi s
appli ations featuring a multi-level master-worker pattern and our hierar hi al
olle tive operations. Experiments showed that using optimized

olle tives t-

ted to the physi al topology of the Grid indu e a performan e improvement.
They also showed that adapting the appli ation itself

an improve the perfor-

man es even further.
We are now working on the integration of our grid-enabled MPI middleware with the Distributed Resour e Management Appli ation API (DRMAA)
OpenDSP [24℄. OpenDSP features job submission, job termination and job monitoring servi es, and provides a dedi ated authenti ation servi es to in rease the
level of se urity and

RR n° 6633
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